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Public meeting cum mass demonstration
against price hike held

Brain Storming Session on NEP
held at NIT, Imphal

IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:

IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:

Youth’s Forum for Protection of Human Rights (YFPHR)
along with the Sagoltongba
Greatstar Club, Salam Chaokhat
Khongthang Nupi Lup, Community Network for Positive
Women- Urkhul, Kuki Women
Union, Sagolsem Pukhri Mapan
Women Development Association, Village Women Coordinating Committe have organised a
“Public Meeting Cum Mass
Demonstration Demanding to
Cut the Price Hike” at Awang
Khunou Mamang Leikai,
Imphal West.
The program was attended
by Dr Dhanabir Laishram, Social Scientist, Dr Chinglen Prof
and other women leaders of
various districts attended the
program.
Since the lock down began
in March, 2020 the majority of
the masses have been suffering for their basic livelihood
needs. For almost half a year,
the daily wage earners in the
state of Manipur have been
struggling to ensure their daily
basic needs after their entire
economic activities were

A One Day Brainstorming
Session on the “Implementation of National Education
Policy (NEP), 2020 in Higher
and Technical Education in
Manipur” was held at National
Institute of Technology, NIT,
Langol, Imphal, today.
Speaking at the occasion
as Chief Guest, Education
Minister S. Rajen Singh said
that the present government
is giving priority to develop
and promote education system in the state. In order to
successfully implement National Education Policy, 2020,
in the state, the government
has constituted State Task
Force and Sub-Task Force. A
state level grand seminar will
also be held very soon. All the
MLAs of 60 constituencies,
top-ranking officials and academicians will be invited during the convention, he added.
He said that the infrastructures of the technical and nontechnical institutions in the
state is not up to the mark as
compared to other state. The
government will try its best to
improve the education system.
Minister also appreciated the
teaching and non-teaching
staffs of NIT for their sincere
service.
Later Rajen inspected the

stopped due to the lock down.
Witnessing the fact that the
majority of the masses who are
below the poverty line have
suffered during the lock down,
the steps taken up by the Government of India to increase the
price of the essential commodities, petroleum products and
others to recover the lost
economy of India from the poor
section of people is considered
as a violation of Right to Life
guaranteed under the Article 21
of the Indian Constitution.
The unbearable price hike
directly burdens the poor section of the society who earns
for their living for a day such
as rickshaw pullers, vegetable

vendors, school van drivers,
auto drivers, small shops and
hotels owners, domestic workers, potters, etc. In order to
overcome the same, ones borrow money from the money
lenders at high interest rate
which further leads to many
unwanted social activities due
to unable to repay, unwanted
activities such as domestic violence, drug abuse, illegal drug
or arms transportation, flesh
trade etc. which is a sad reality.
On the other hand due to
hike in fuel price the fare of the
public transportation also increases as a result the students
and many others are also suffering due to not able to bear

the fare and failed to meet their
destination for earning and
educational institutions. Many
people who are dependent on
the public transportation suffers huge as they bear double
the price in every intervals to
reach their destination.
The Public meeting have
resolved to submit Memorandum to the Governor of
Manipur and the Hon’ble Chief
Minister of Manipur demanding to cut down the VAT, to revive and strengthen the Price
Fixation Committee, distribute
food for free of cost the price
is not cut down and to
recognise the suffering of poor
and respect their right to life.

College teachers continue case work strike;
Students of DMU demands early solution

IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:
Students of the affiliated
colleges under Dhanamanjuri

University as well as the students of the University stage
protest demanding immediate
solution of the Teachers demands as classes has been

suspended after government
College teachers continue their
protest.
A large number DMU students today gathered at the DMU

complex and staged protest demanding immediate resumption of
the classes which is only possible
by solving the issue of the teachers which has been undergoing
cease work strike demanding
implementation of 7th UGC Pay
and regulations.
“We could not attend
classes for nearly a year due to
the pandemic and even today
after the situation has been
improved and classes are supposed to be resume we are still
not able to attend classes as
teachers are on strike”, a student leader said appealing the
government to solve the issue
of the teachers.
The students demands to
resume classes at the earliest
possible time and threaten of
serious agitations if the government fails to listen the demand of the students.
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classrooms and campus of NIT
along with the officials of engineering department. Seeing
the poor infrastructure of the
institute, he said that funds
will be proposed from the ministry to renovate and construct required structures. Engineers have also been in-

structed to prepare DPRs in
the regard.
Director NIT, Manipur,
Prof. Goutam Sutradhar attended the occasion as President.
Staffs of National Institute
of Technology and others also
attended the occasion.

Deccan Urban Co-op Bank: RBI puts Rs
1,000 withdrawal limit for next 6 months
IT Correspondent
Mumbai, Feb 20:
In view of the weak financial condition, the Reserve
Bank of India on Friday put
restrictions on the Deccan
Urban Co-operative Bank
Ltd, based in Vijayapura, in
Karnataka, from granting
fresh loans or accepting deposits.
Similarly customers of the
bank will not be able to withdraw more than Rs. 1,000 from
their savings account for the
next six months. The RBI in a
statement said “Considering
the bank’s present liquidity

position, a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,000 only of the total
balance across all savings
bank or current accounts or
any other account of a depositor, may be allowed to be
withdrawn.” It further added
that the directions are set to
remain in force for six months
from the close of business on
February 19, 2021 and are
subject to review.
The Deccan Urban Cooperative Bank Ltd has been
prohibited from making any
fresh investments or incur
any liability without taking
permission from the Reserve
Bank of India.

“However, 99.58 per cent
of the depositors are fully
covered by the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation
insurance
scheme,” said the central
bank. The RBI added that
putting the bank under restrictions should not be mistaken as cancellation of its
banking license.
The Deccan Urban Cooperative Bank Ltd will continue work under restrictions
until its financial health improves. The Reserve Bank of
India will think of modifications in the orders as per the
conditions.

Army wing of proscribed group KYKL observes 17th Raising day
IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:
As observed every year,
KYKL has celebrated the 17th
raising day of its armed wing,
MiyamgiYawolLanmi (MYL)
on February 16, 2021. The
function was observed
smoothly at its GHQ-1st Bn.,
CHQ, 2nd Bn., 3rd Bn., units
and sections.
The main function was
held at GHQ-1st Battalion. N
Oken, Chairman of KYKL, who
is also the Supreme Commander of MYL, attended the
event as Chief Guest, while
Captain Dhana, CO, GHQ-1st
Battalion, presided over
it.Many prominent members of
KYKL were present during the
function. Some of these promi-

nent
members
were
ToijamIbochou, Vice-Chairman of the Organization,
KNimai, Secretary of Finance
and COAS-in-Charge, and
Adjutant
Lt.
Col
Ingba.Besides, the occasion
was attended by KCP’s Finance Secretary Comrade H
Ibomcha and Comrade M
Punshiba, CO, 131st Bn., MFL,
as guests of honor.
The function began with
the offer of a floral tribute to
revolutionaries who sacrificed
their lives in the course of
revolutionary struggle.Two
minutes’ silence was also observed in honor of their sacrifices.
At the outset, the chief
guest of the function, N Oken,
expressed gratitude and ex-

tended revolutionary greetings to all revolutionary organizations in WESEA region
launching an armed struggle
against the colonial oppression of imperialist India.
He further elaborated how
KYKL came into being and
how its armed wing MYL has
fought against the Indian colonial forces. He maintained
that the revolutionary movement in the region has now
entered a point where there
is a need to push the movement with new vigor. “We
must fight against those Indian colonial armies that have
been sent to our land,
equipped with the idea of
Akhand Bharat, tightly anchored to Hindutva,” he
stated. He also stressed the

need to identify the basic
contradiction between the
Indian armies organized
through spiritualistic idea of
Akhand Bharat and our cadres fighting to bring about a
sovereign socialist society.
It is our historical task to
fight against the Hindu fascist regime that does not realize the dialectics of historical social development, he
said. He also said that only a
united struggle of all the revolutionary organizations could
defeat colonial India.
In order to bring about a
socialist society, every member of our organization must
understand the socialist political system and all the categories and principles related
to it, the chairman elaborated.

He reminded all the revolutionary cadres of the organization that the primary objective of MYL is to unite all
the revolutionary organizations of the WESEA region
and to launch a united
struggle against the Indian
colonial forces to liberate the
region from its colonial grasp
and bring a socialist society
to WESEA.
He added that only a radical organization that can
grasp the dialectics of the development of human history
could establish a powerful
army wing capable of establishing a socialist society.
He also said, “In the face
of the colonial situation that
our people have now experienced, all the revolutionary

organizations in our region
must unite as one body, leaving aside old divisive theories.” Now, it is important for
every party to recognize the
significance of unity, saying
that he ended his address.
In the function, the viceChairman of the organization
said that the ongoing revolutionary movement can only
be transformed into a mass
movement if we can make
people believe, in a concrete
way, that the movement that
we are now leading is to bring
about a MannabaKhunnai in
society.
The finance secretary of
the organization and the
COAS-in-charge K Nimai
clearly articulated the need to
restructure the military wing of

the organization into a qualitatively different one, where all
the cadres are armed with a
pure proletarian morality.
Adjutant Lt. Col Ingba
firmly urged all revolutionary
cadres to push the people’s
democratic revolutionary
struggle along the right direction of history by making themselves conscious of the national oppression that people
are suffering under Indian
colonization and our national
question.
The guests of honour of
the function endorsed the idea
put across by the function’s
chief guest. They maintained
that if we follow MYL’s supreme commander’s words, we
can lead the movement to its
victory.
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Mandal Commission : Most
Recommendations lay in deep freeze

CM has done it but
more to be done

After June 18, 2001 March uprising, the state of Manipur witnessed
a certain political changed. People across the state started understanding the participation in electoral politics, and many who had been sacrificing to uphold the integrity of the state contested election. One among
those is the present Chief Minister of Manipur N. Biren Singh, who left
the job of Editor. There were apprehensions among the journalists fraternity as if he defeated the trust to journalist would faded away from the
mind of the public. But the peoples’ showed their love for the state and
N. Biren Singh was first elected as the member of the Manipur Legislative Assembly from the DRPP political party.
Unlike any other member, the former editor of a popular newspaper
“Naharolgi Thoudang” , showed his purpose of joining politics by showing his interest on the need for protection of the Integrity of Manipur.
On Wednesday, when the newspaper of the state has been off the
stand protesting bomb attack to a media house, Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh while speaking in the house during discussion hour had reminded
the members about a private member resolution which he moved in 2002
when he first joined the assembly session.
As per the assembly proceeding records he had deliberated about
the need to bridge the gap of misunderstanding among various ethnic
community of the state particularly between the Hill and plain people. He
had drawn the attention of the house about the need for development of
the interior hill district and villages to restore peace and harmony in the
state. The private member resolution was well noted and passed unanimously but never converted into action by designing or framing schemes.
In 2017 when, N. Biren Singh become the Chief Minister of Manipur
, he took no time to announce scheme like “Go to Village”, “Go to Hill”
and convening of cabinet meeting at Hill district headquarter.
While delivering his speech in the ongoing house on Wednesday he
said that the scheme to reach out development works to all the people of
the state is a long cherish dream.
Every right thinking person need to appreciate the Chief Minister as
he still keep his determination of developing interior hill region when he
joined politics after 20 years.
Everyone knows the erstwhile nation, now an integral state of India
– Manipur finally seem to have sorted out the differences and enmity
among the various communities that have been co-existed since time
memorial. Post merger of Manipur to India have witness series of issues.
From late 1960s till late 1980s the region had been haunted with armed
insurgency movement demanding restoration of the Independence of
the erstwhile nation. Beginning of the 1090s, Manipur witness enmity
among various ethnic communities inhabiting in the state. 1000s of lives
have been lost during clashed between ethnic groups. And many 1000s
have lost their lives to the bullet of the security forces who have been
deployed to suppress the movement.
Multiple issues such as movement for inclusion of the Manipuri
language to the 8th scheduled of the Indian constitution, then revivalism movement of the indigenous Meitei script which finally is succeeded
with students of master studying the script.
One more important matter need to discuss is for the protection of
the Manipuri people, which the Chief Minister could have been in dilemma due to differences to the demands among the people. Right in
front today is that the Supreme Court has finally asked the Centre to
declare Manipuri Hindu as minority. Chief Minister N. Biren Singh should
also be serious to this new development. The issues of those demanding the ST status and those opposing the ST status finally can be solved
if the Hindus in Manipur are declared as Minority.
So, far so good, but considering this as a last bus the N. Biren Singh
Government should sent more legal expert to make sure that Hindus in
Manipur be declared as Minority class.

Sharpen your skills
By : Harkirat Kaur
Norman Cousins, a great Ameri- by trying to figure out what to do next.
can journalist, says that the greatest Which does not produce any meantragedy is not death, but the greatest ingful result.
tragedy is to kill one’s own skills. “At
The first step is to recognize our
the same time, I sometimes observe skills. Now the question is how to recthat the biggest push we make is when ognize your skills? The simple answer
we move beyond our skills to another is that we or the parents have to take
field or profession, spending the rest care of what the child is paying the most
of our lives carrying the workload and attention to or what he is doing with full
We are all aware of the fact that God dedication, attention or pleasure. The
has endowed every creature with a child is not alone in what he is doing.
special skill or art, but it is human na- The work that one enjoys doing and
ture to ignore the virtues of others as does not feel alone means that there is
well as sometimes our own. I have seen both interest and art in that work.
ordinary people cry for something or
So first of all, recognize your skills.
a virtue that they do not have, instead After recognizing it, work day and
of recognizing their potential and hon- night to hone it, after working hard,
ing it further.
make the same art, skill your profesMan cannot be omnipotent. Some- sion. When we make our art our protimes it happens that people want to fession we live life happily, less of a
be like whoever they see moving for- burden on us and more passionate
ward, for example, if they see some- about setting ourselves as an example.
one in a police uniform, they want to So be sure to recognize the hidden
go to the police. If you see someone skills within you. Because one of the
writing, start writing, if you see some- easiest ways to rule people’s hearts
one singing or dancing, walk towards or the world is to make your art your
them, instead of a They get distracted strength.
Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For advertisement
kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time being readers can reach
the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.
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The Constitution of India ensures right to equality for its citizens,
but due to social discriminationa
large section of society has minimal
representation in services & other
sectors. To cope up the situation of
Socially & Educationally Backward
Classes (SEBC), the Second Backward Classes Commission headed
by Sri B.P. Mandal was set up by
the Janata Party government on
1stJanuary 1979. The Commission
submitted its report on 31st Dec 1980,
but it lay in deep freeze for
wholedecade of Congress regime.
When the Janata Dal government
came to power in 1989, notification
for 27% reservation for SEBC in services of Central Government & its
public sector undertakings was issued on 13th August 1990.
The report reveals that “The
population of OBCs, both Hindu and
Non-Hindu, is around 52% of the
total population of India. Accordingly, a pro-rata reservation of 52%
of all posts under the Central Govt.
should be reserved for them. But this
provision will go against the law laid
down in a number of Supreme Court
judgements wherein it has been held
that the total quantum of reservation under article 15(4) & 16(4) of
the Constitution should be below
50%. In view of this the proposed
reservation for OBCs would have to
be pegged at a figure which, when
added to 22.5% for SCs and STs, remains below 50%. In view of these
legal constraints, the Commission
recommended a reservation of 27%
only, even though their population
is twice the figure. States which have
already introduced reservation for

By: Er. Prabhat Kishore
OBCs exceeding 27% will remain
(6) Theabove scheme of reserunaffected by this recommenda- vation in its toto should also be
tion.”
made applicable to all recruitment to
Reservation of only 27% for public sector undertakings both
SEBC has been recommended by the under the Central and State GovernCommission due to legal constraint ments, as also to nationalized banks.
of 50% ceiling by the Court, other(7) Allprivate sector undertakwise it would have been as per popu- ings which have received financial
lation proportion i.e. 52%. In 2019 assistance from the government
the ceiling has been increased to should recruit personnel on afore60% through 103rd Constitutional said basis.
amendment, for provision of 10%
(8) Alluniversities and affiliated
reservation for economically weaker colleges should also be covered by
sections (EWS) of upper castes. The the above scheme of reservation.
same process should have been
EDUCATIONAL CONCESdone for providing 52% reservation SIONS:
in place of just 27% to SEBC too,
Adult education programme and
but fragmented depressed sections residential schools started on a sehave never been in the priority list lective basis will operate as growof the Governments.
ing points of consciousness of enTheJanata Dal as well as the fol- tire community.
lowing Central governments have
27%seats should be reserved for
not implemented all recommenda- OBC students in all scientific, techtions of the Mandal Commission. nical and professional institutions
The
Commission’s run by Central as well as State Govrecommendationsare not for just ernments. Those states, which have
government services, which are not already reserved more than 27%
more than 1% of the population; but seats for OBC students, will remain
for all-round development of the unaffected by these recommendasociety, so that after certain period tions.
all citizens may stand up on the same
Special coaching facilities
bench mark. The following schemes should be arranged for all such stufor OBCs have been recommended dents in our technical and profesby the Commission whose sional institutions so that these
implementationis still awaited: young people not feel frustrated &
(1) Candidates belonging to humiliated and also the country not
OBCs recruited on the basis of merit landed with ill-equipped & sub-stanin an open competition should not dard engineers, doctors and other
be adjusted against their reservation professionals.
quota of 27%.
FINANCIALASSISTANCE:
(2) The above reservation
Separate financial institutions
should also be made applicable to for providing financial and technipromotion quota at all levels.
cal assistance should be established
(3) Reservedquota remaining for vocational communities (such as
unfilled should be carry forward for village potter, oil crusher, blacksmith,
a period of three years and carpenter etc.).
dereserved thereafter.
STRUCTURAL CHANGES:
(4) Relaxationin upper age limit
Allthe State Governments
for direct recruitment should be ex- should be directed to enact and
tended to the candidates of OBCs implement progressive land legislain the same manner a done in case tion so as to effect basic structural
of SCs & STs.
changes in the exiting production
(5) Aroaster system for each cat- relations in the countryside.
egory of posts should be adopted
Atpresent surplus land is being
by the concerned authorities in the allotted to SCs & STs. A part of the
same manner as presently done in surplus land becoming available in
respect of SC & ST candidates.
future as result of the operation of

land ceiling laws etc. should also be
allotted to the OBC landless labours.
MISCELLANEOUS:
(1) Certain section of occupational communities like Fisherman,
Banjaras, Khatwes, Bansforas etc.
who still suffer from untouchability,
may be included in the lists of SCs/
STs.
(2)Backward Classes Development Corporations should be set up
both at the Central & Statelevel to
implement various socio-educational & economic measures for their
advancement.
(3) A separate Ministry/Department for OBCs at the Centre and
States should be created
tosafeguard their interests.
(4) To give better representation
to very backward sections of OBCs
like the Gaddis in H.P., Neo-Buddhists in Maharashtra, Fishermen in
Coastal areas, Gujjars in J &K , areas of their concentration should be
made into separate constituencies
at the time of delimitation.
CENTRALASSISTANCE:
Alldevelopmentprogrammes especially for OBCs by State government should be financed by Central
Government in the same manner and
to the same extent as done in the
case of SCs & STs.
Entire scheme should be revised
only after twenty years (i.e. span of
one generation). Any review at
shorter interval would not give fair
indication of the impact of recommendations on the prevailing status
& life-styles of OBCs.
The commission’s report was
based on pro-rata basis of last Census of 1931. There is strong demand
from public since long time for caste
wise survey in Census 2021 and reservation to OBCs in proportion of
their population. This would be helpful not only in the formulation of
welfare schemes effectively& efficiently, but also foreradicating inequality in the society more rapidly.
(Author is a technocrat and academician. He holds Master in Engineering from M.N. Regional Engineering College, Allahabad/
Prayagraj)

Young Generation and Modernization
By Themneivah Sitlhou
Living without hope is lifeless.
Life without target is meaningless
and goal without plan is aimless.
Sometimes we rely on others to fulfill our happiness. We seek our love
ones to fulfill what we couldn’t do.
Reminded of this, who comes first
in your mind? Most of us would
have think of our parents. They
make every efforts for us to fill their
missed opportunity.
Development comes with burden. Modernisation comes with
greater responsibility. Our world is
so much advance that an internet
becomes fuel of transportation.
With all these developments, we
have populous things to learn and
to adapt to. Reality of the world is
rich gets richer while poor gets
poorer. The world is such a luxurious place for the rich people. Recently, an American entrepreneur
Dave Asprey got his bone marrow
removed to have the stem cells injected in his body to live for 180
years. He further claimed that his
methods will be as popular as mobile phone sooner. All these wonderful life is the dream for the havenots people and the reality of the
life of the haves people. There is
another reality of the world to look
into it. The world itself is a living
hell for the poor people. We are literally blind. We can see street vendors, beggars, farmers etc. Who

works their butt off to support their
family. However our hearts are cold
and our minds are dumb that

contradict to how it seems to be.
The more government sanctions
the schemes, the less the poor gets

“This generation is so much depressed
about everything at such young age.
Competition is everywhere in terms of
economic, politics, education, games and
sports etc. The world is the biggest field
when it comes to competition. The
achievement of a country becomes the
face of our country”
blinded us from seeing public
worker and well-being people who
snatch away what is for them originally from the government.
This generation is so much depressed about everything at such
young age. Competition is everywhere in terms of economic, politics, education, games and sports
etc. The world is the biggest field
when it comes to competition. The
achievement of a country becomes
the face of our country. Likewise,
the standard of children becomes
the dignity of parents in the society. We donot like losing and this
is human nature. We can’t escape
the reality so we keep on chasing
our goals while our partners work
tooth and nail. The world is very

beneficial. The more politicians we
have ,the less justice is given to
people. The more technical advance we have , the less is our cyber
security. In India, almost half of our
MPs have criminals cases against
them. What can we expect from this
environment? Our current generation is so much in chaos. In worldwide, we see nations competing
with one another inorder to overtake the world regime. Recently, we
can see China rising tremendously
in terms of its economy and which
also becomes a leading role in the
world. There are so many conspiracy against one another. Speaking of our country, we often see
communal tensions everywhere.
There is often an issue about the

distribution of water bodies. All
these shows, no matter how prosper the world is and how well-being a nation is there are problems
which cannot be resolved with
money. We need careful observation and coordination. “ The world
has enough for everyone’s need but
not for everyone’s greed”. If we are
not heedful and meticulous of our
situation, what will our next generation face!?
In spite of how corrupted and
unfair is the society we live in, there
are also people who put up with
truth and struggle for the betterment of every section of the society. It is worth mentioning such as
Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Ambedkar,etc.
They are our saviour. We have students in their aspiring age who
comes after their footsteps. The rich
or the Have people can buy knowledge. They can afford expensive
schools with good education. On
the other hand, we have average
people who work on their on and
struggle harder than others so that
they are not left behind. We also
have gifted students who can do
well on their own. Here is a message to all of us. No matter where
we stand and how we will do remember, ‘ Not every talented students becomes successful but every hard labourers becomes successful’.
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AR organises Security
Kachangthai Gonmei’s Nakamh-Riangsuanneic selected
in International Folklore Film Festival of Kerala 2021 Conference in Chandel District
IT News
Chandel, Feb 20:

By Meghachandra Kongbam
Imphal, Feb 19:
The 120-minute long
Rongmei feature film –
Nakamh-Riangsuanneic directed, scripted, edted and
produced by Kachangthai
Gonmei was selected in the
competition section of the
International Folklore Film
Festival of Kerala 2021 which
began today at Peyynur in
Kanuur District, Kerala. The
three days long festival was
organised by the Kerala Folklore Academy, Chirakkal in
Kannur District, Kerala.
The Rongmei film was
among nine films selected in
the competition section. The
film which received the censor
certificate on February 13, 2020
had its world premiere today
at the festival.
The film tells the story of
an orphan called Nikamh who
lives in Makuailuangdih village in the western part of
Manipur. Riangsuanneic,
daughter of a rich man, who is
very gorgeous with long hair
and skillful in weaving, lives
in the same village. Nakamh
saves Riansuanneic from the
evil hands of Cachari warriors.
Nakamh ends up marrying
Riangsuanneic. Nakamh is so
proud to have the most beautiful lady as his wife. One day,
he steals his wife’s hair and
rolled up it in a basket and lets
it flow down Thiamga River.
A Cachari warrior finds the
basket while taking bath and
brings it to the Cachari King. The
king is so impressed and he commands his warriors to find the

SajikTampak Battalion of 28
Sector Assam Rifles under the
aegis of HQ IGAR (South)
organised a security conference
at SajikTampak, Chandel district
on yesterday.
The event witnessed fervent
participation by the Kana Valley
Chiefs Association (KCA), Kuki
Student Organisation (KSO),
ZouSangnaupangPawlpi (ZSP)
and pastors of various churches.
A total of 35 representatives from
29 villages highlighted their daily
challenges and expressed their
concern on lack of development
due to geographical isolation of
the area.
During the conference, issues of illegal poppy cultivation
was also discussed. Local populace was encouraged for adapting alternate crops and farming
methods and optimally utilise the
Poly greenhouse which was recently inaugurated at village
Chahkap by the Battalion. The
representatives were also sensitized and updated on the current

napped by Cachari warriors
and his son has been left by
the bank of Ahu (Barak) River.
He follows his wife’s footsteps,
carrying his son. After the
death of Kachana on the way,
he reaches Cachar. He requests
the king to give back his wife,
but the king put him to a test.
Experiencing defeat, he returns
home. He gathers the villagers

Career Guidance

Childern with Common
disabilities with Maths learning

By: Vijay Garg
Students with special
needs may forget mathematical formulas and rules
Identifying a lack of specialized skills is the first step
teachers take when they try to
develop appropriate instructions for children who are unable to learn basic mathematics or applied mathematics.
Special Education Authorities typically use standardized diagnostic tests, inspections, and analyzes of
student work to identify specific areas of weakness.
Teachers then develop instructions and choose the
right strategies.
Are you worried that your
child’s learning disability may
be in math? Talk to your
child’s teacher, principal, or
school counselor if they have
any signs of learning disabilities involved in this review.
Learning Disabilities in
Basic Math
Children with learning disabilities may have difficulty
remembering math facts,
problem-solving steps, com-

AR bringing smile to the
children of Blind School

Kachangthai Gonmei and Achingna Kamei in the pair
lady with long hair, up the stream
and to bring her to be his wife.
Nakamh
and
Riangsuanneic hear the news
that King’s warriors are hunting for Riangsuanneic so they
hide out in the forest. During
their hide-out, they get a son
named Kachana.
While Nakamh goes to the
field, his wife has been kid-

plex rules and formulas. They
may struggle to understand
the meaning of mathematical
facts, operations, and formulas.
Such children struggle to
solve problems quickly and
effectively or focus on detail
and accuracy. They may
have difficulty responding
mentally to computers and fail
to understand the rules of
mathematics.
Learning Disabilities in
Applied Math
Students with learning
disabilities in applied mathematics may fail to understand how problem-solving
steps are needed and how
rules and formulas affect numbers and problem-solving processes.
As a result, they may get
lost in the problem-solving
process and find themselves
unable to apply mathematical
skills to new problem-solving
situations.
Remembering and following the multi-step instructions
can be especially challenging
for these children. In some
cases, they can be faulty while
poorly handled due to poor
handling.
They may also be unable
to jump locally in problemsolving based on past learning or experience inability to
find important information in
a word problem. Choosing
the right problem-solving
strategy to solve the right
problems will affect these children as well.

While their peers may be
able to find errors in their work
or identify mistakes made to
solve the problem, it will be
impossible or frustrating for
them to do so.
Parents and teachers can
identify student struggles
when evaluating their work or
refer them directly to such
problems.
Behavioral problems
Some students with learning disabilities in mathematics may work to avoid doing
math. If a normally well-behaved child is working in a
math class, there may be a reason for learning disability.
Some students with disabilities will not work but will drop
out of the math class due to
illness or returning to class
from teachers or peers.
The next step
As you follow these challenges in your child’s work,
share this information with
your teachers to develop the
right training strategies that
target your child’s specific
needs. You can also ask your
child where he or she feels he
or she is struggling the most
in math and request that he or
she be assessed.
If you suspect your child
has a learning disability in basic or applied math, talk to a
school faculty member once.
Remember that early intervention is needed. Instead of ignoring the problem, it is best to
address it immediately to prevent your child’s grade and
self-esteem from taking a toll.

and they wage war against the
Cachar Kingdom. He dies in
that war of love.
Kachangthai Gonmei and
Achngna Kamei played the
lead roles in the film. L.Hemanta
and Ashing Thaimei were cameramen. Joseph Gonmei scored
the music.
Nakamh-Riangsuanneic
is the first Rongmei film and

Kachanthai Gonmei’s debut
film..
Born on March 4, 1983,
Kachangthai Gonmei was the
son of Kakhulungpou Gonmei
and Gaikhang Juanliu Gonmei
of Tupul, Namduanjang in
Noney District. He completed
his Master Degree in Political
Science. He was an aprroved
singer of All India Radio.

Swami Vivekananda’s
bronze statue unveiled
in western Assam
IT Correspondent
Guwahati, Feb 20:
Marking the 125th anniversary of Swami Vivekananda’s return to India after delivering the
historic speech at Chicago religious congregation in 1893, a lifesize bronze statue of the great son
of the soil was unveiled at
Barpeta Road in western Assam
by State chief minister
Sarbananda Sonowal. Speaking
on the occasion on 19 February
2021, Sonowal commented that
Vivekananda gave this world the
essence of Indian social system
and ethos of Hindu culture.
“Swami Vivekanada appreciated
the spirit of Indian philosophy
and showed humanity the right
path to progress. Inspired by this
great soul, we need to go forward
to forge a society based on service of mankind,” said Sonowal
added that great saint helped in
building a society based on the
tenets of humanity.
Emphasizing on concerted
efforts to popularize the icon
among the younger generation
and let them know Swami-ji’s ideology on Hindu philosophy,
Sonowal stated that Vivekananda
gave everything to the society
following which the young generation can inculcate in them the
virtues of morality.
Referring to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, he asserted that
Modi-ji has taken all initiatives
to transform India into a
world leading nation based on
the principle of Vivekananda.
Citing Vivekananda’s epochmaking Chicago speech,
Sonowal said that it put India on
a high pedestal in front of the

situation existing in the area of
responsibility. It was followed by
an interaction on measures being undertaken for maintaining a
strict vigil against illicit activities
in the area, likely subversive
plans by Valley Based Insurgent
groups and future action plan in
respect of civic action projects.
A message has been proclaimed to the Valley based Insurgent groups based across
Indo-Myanmar border that the
locals of Kana valley are peace
loving people. The close coordination between Assam Rifles and
the locals is adding momentum
towards the common goal of
achieving a long lasting peace in
Sajik valley.
Members of KCA and KSO
expressed their gratitude towards SajikTampak Battalion for
organizing such a meaningful
event and assured their full support and active participation in
all future endeavour in the fields
of development activities being
undertaken by Assam Rifles
thereby, bringing the motto of
‘Friends of Northeast People’ to
the fore.

world community.
Moved by PM Modi, the
State government in Dispur has
taken several steps for empowerment of women, disclosed
Sonowal expressing hope that
the Vivekananda statue unveiled
at Barpeta would help the people
of all sections especially the
youngsters to move forward in
the right spirit of humanity.
Sonowal also claimed that
the development of north-eastern States got a new dimension
when Bharat Ratna Atal
Behari Vajpayee became Prime
Minister of the country. It finally
received a new fillip as Modi came
to New Delhi and soon discovered the hidden potential of the
region surrounded by various
foreign countries.
Union minister responsible
for development of the northeastern region (DoNER)
Jitendra Singh appreciated
Sonowal for his relentless efforts
to change the image of Assam.
The region was earlier known
only for wrong reasons like bomb
blasts, shoot outs, extortions etc,
but now its image has undergone
a major change in the last few
years, added Singh.
Housefed chairman Ranjeet
Kumar Dass, Vivekananda’s
philosophical centre’s general
secretary Chinmoy Bagchi, eminent social activist Basistha
Bujarbaruah, social worker
Shankar Das and a host of other
dignitaries were also present on
the occasion, where Sonowal
stated that the present government has succeeded in minimizing
the gap between
Brahmaputra and Barak valleys
to a greater extent.

IT News
Chandel, Feb 20:
Chandel Battalion of HQ 26
Sector Assam Rifles under the
aegis of IGAR (South) provided
material assistance to the Mission
Blind School on yesterday with
its initiative to ameliorate the hardships of the children.
The unit had adopted the
school with 45 visually impaired
children in the beginning of the
year 2020 and the has been continuously rendering assistance to
the students. During the
lockdown period assistance in
terms of ration, masks, gloves and
sanitizers as well as basic items of
daily use were provided to the
children.
On yesterday, Assam Rifles
presented the school with items
worth 1.6 Lakhs Rupees as part of
civic action project executed by
Chandel Battalion. The items
handed over to the school included audio-visual aids, two

computers specially fabricated for
visually impaired students, Braille
books, music system, white canes
and various games.
The ChandelBatallion had
approached the National Institute
of Visually Handicapped,
Dehradun for provisioning of
items specifically fabricated for
visually impaired children. The
equipment handed over to the
Blind school will greatly assist the
children in furthering their learning as well as honing their skills.
The unit also gifted items of basic
necessity like cooking utensils,
plates and water pump to the
school. 80 children, parents, teachers and troops of Assam Rifles
attended the event where the
school children enthralled everyone with their scintillating singing performance. The Principal,
teachers and children of Mission
Blind School expressed their gratitude for providing necessary assistance which will help them in
living a better life.

AR conduct cleanliness drive and
promotes Swacch Bharat Mission

IT News
Chandel, Feb 20:
Joupi Battalion of 28 Sector Assam Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR(South) conducted a cleanliness drive
alongwith local populace as
part of Swacch Bharat Mission
in Chandel District on yester-

day.
The locals of Joupi and
neighbouring villages enthusiastically participated in the
cleanliness drive. A brief lecture on ‘Importance of Cleanliness’ was also organised with
an aim to encourage the youth
and to promote awareness
about health and sanitation.

Clarification
I, Thounaojam Ranabir, Date of Birth 01/09/1956, S/o (L)
Thounaojam Baruni Singh, a residence of Thangmeiband Hijam
Dewan Leikai, Imphal West, P.O. & P.S. - Lamphel, District Imphal West, Manipur - 795004 do hereby make Oath and
solemnly affirm that, my real name is Thounaojam Ranabir.
The said my real name was recorded in my PAN Card No.
ADDPT2726L as issued by Income Tax Department, Govt. of
India. In my Reliance Nippon Life Insurance being Policy No.
51767200 as issued by Concern Authorities, in my name due
to bonafide mistake was recorded as Th. Ranabir. The two (2)
names i.e. Thounaojam Ranabir & Th. Ranabir is one and
same person. I have desire to record/rectified my name as Th.
Ranabir at Reliance Nippon Life Insurance being Policy No.
51767200 as issued by Concern Authority.
Sd/Thounaojam Ranabir
Thangmeiband Hijam Dewan
Leikai, Imphal West
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30 lakh beneficiaries have been added
to NFSA, and State is in the process of
identifying more beneficiaries
PIB
New Delhi, Feb 20 :
Secretary (Food), Department of Food &Public Distribution, Government of India
Shri
Sudhanshu
Pandey,reviewed the NFSA
implementation and other allied
matters with State Government
of Gujarat at Gandhinagar.
He expressed that there is
possibility of including more
beneficiaries under coverage
of NFSA to which State Govt
informed that 30 lakh beneficiaries have been added in recent past and they are in process of identifying more beneficiaries through convergence
with other central programs like
National Social Assistance
program, etc.
It was observed that there
is potential of augmenting procurement of wheat and paddy
under PSS as currently percentage of procurement vis a vis
production is less. Production
of both wheat and paddy is
higher than annual requirement

of foodgrains of Gujarat State
under NFSA. It was emphasized that State Government
should target procuring to the
extent of annual requirement
which would not only benefit
local farmers but also save the
transportation cost which is
incurred in bringing food grains
from other States. Acceptance
of locally cultivated food grains
would also be higher among
local population.
Secretary (Food) informed
that Automatic Grain dispensing machines being tested in 5
cities on pilot basis that enable
beneficiaries to obtain subsidized food grains without having to visit FPS to provide freedom to the beneficiaries. State
Govt of Gujarat also expressed
its willingness to install such
machine in Ahmedabad city on
trial basis.
There also seems to be
potential of procuring maize
considering that its production in Gujarat is in excess of 3
LMT. Keeping in view that the
consumption of petro prod-

ucts in Gujarat is high, he advised that maize can be used
as raw material in production
of ethanol. Considering less
availability of molasses, there
is need to substitute it with
maize. Further, by product obtained in the process of manufacturing ethanol from maize is
rich in protein and can be used
as poultry feed.
Plan of Government of India to modernize storage capacity was also discussed. It was
informed that Steel Silos of 100
LMT would be created for storage of wheat. As availability of
land for creation of silo is major
challenge, it was stressed that
State Governments should explore the possibility of providing spare land for creation of
storage infrastructure. It is also
planned to phase out end of life
Godowns of FCI, CWC, State
Warehousing Corporations
and built silos by dismantling
such Godowns. Simultaneously, Rice Silos shall also
be promoted.
Secretary (Food), visited

PPFA asks militants not to
indulge in misadventure
IT Correspondent
Guwahati, Feb 20:
Patriotic People’s Front
Assam (PPFA), while expressing
utter dismay over the declaration
of a separatist armed outfit to execute two kidnapped individuals
after failing the process of negotiations, asked the militant leaders not to indulge in misadventure. The forum in a statement
also urged both the governments
in New Delhi and Dispur to take
the matter seriously.
Mentionable is that two employees of Quippo Oil and Gas
Infrastructure Limited namely
Pranab Kumar Gogoi and Ram
Kumar were abducted by armed
cadres belong to Ulfa (Independent) from Diyun drilling locality
in Changlang district of
Arunachal Pradesh on 21 December 2020 and since then they
are under their custody.
Lately, the outfit in associa-

tion with NSCN, issued a statement in Assamese language that
as their deadline had already expired, both Gogoi and Kumar
would be executed. In a statement issued on 27 January, the
Ulfa (I) claimed that the death
penalty would be imposed on
both the captive employees if the
oil company fails to pay the demanded amount of money by 16
February.
Later the banned outfit explained that talks between their
leaders and company officials
also resulted nothing in positive.
So, the outfit would act on Gogoi,
who hails from Sivasagar locality in eastern Assam, and Kumar
hailing from Khagaria locality of
Bihar as per their resolution. It
also imposed a ban over the company across western parts of
southeast Asian region and
asked the employees to abandon
the Haryana based company.
Enraged against various ter-

ror activities, the social media
users have already scolded Ulfa
(I) leader Paresh Barua as being
a curse for Assam and asked the
militant leader to release the abducted engineers immediately.
Lately State chief minister
Sarbananda Sonowal, also in
charge of State home portfolio,
and senior minister in his cabinet Dr Himanta Biswa Sarma
also appealed to the outfit to
release them on humanitarian
grounds.
“PPFA strongly advocates
for the release of Gogoi and
Kumar without any harms to
them. The peace-loving people
of Assam will not forgive the militants for this misadventure. We
also request the mainstream media outlets in Guwahati not to
glorify the militants (beaming live
coverage of Paresh Barua) along
with their relentless unsolicited
threats,” concluded the statement.

NEDF condemn series of
bomb attack by miscreants
IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:
The North East Dialogue
Forum has expressed strong
condemnation to the hurling
a hand grenade at the
Governor’s residence at the
main gate of Raj Bhawan,
Imphal on 19th January 2021 at
around 4:15 PM.
The organization said that
the Forum is also shocked to
the series of bomb attacks to
Poknapham daily newspaper
office on 13th Feb 2021 at
around 6:30 PM and at Moreh
ward No.7 on 17th Feb 2021 at
9:30 PM by unknown persons.
A statement issued by the
Forum said that such kind of
grave threat, intimidation, and
harassment is not uncommon
in the lives of the people in
Manipur and other states of
North East India which is believed to be organized under
the political environment of
AFSPA. Such Inhumane act of
violence is a threat to the civil-

ian population with grave concern.
“With serious concern, we
extend our solidarity to the
journalists. We also received
information from credible
sources that some members of
the armed group are roaming
around with small arms at one
part of Tengnaopal District.
Allowing to operate two separate factions of UGs in Moreh
which are suspected to be
backed by the members of security forces deployed in
Manipur for counter insurgency operation. There was a
report of killing one member
of UG and injuring one civilian in Moreh on 23 January
2021 at around 11.30 am which
was during the brought daylight. We are surprised how
this kind of activity which is a
threat to the peace is allowed
to happen in towns where a lot
of security and intelligence
agencies are operating” , the
statement said.
The statement further

added that for the counter insurgency response both state
and central government empower Indian Army, para military forces especially Assam
Rifle and Police Commandos
to check such kind of issue
challenging to the human rights
under Armed Conflict and
AFSPA. Bomb attacks at the
public places, media, markets,
hospitals etc are war crimes.
Such acts of violence are challenging the citizens of India
and the constitution of the
country. The concern authorities need to take this continuous violence seriously. Such
kind of inhuman acts committed by the unknown persons
seems to be not possible without backing of powerful people
or agencies or institutions.
The forum urged all the
concerned authorities, institutions of security forces, investigating agencies, legal authorities to act seriously
against such acts against humanity.

Food Research Laboratory
situated at Gandhinagar. Laboratory has state of art testing
equipment and facilities which
can be utilized for carrying out
studies in the field of processing, storage and preservation
of foodgrains. He observed
that research on determining
optimal level of polishing of
paddy so as to retain its nutritional values with enhanced
shelf life can be undertaken.
Secretary (Food) also visited newly constructed Silo
complex at Bankhoda village in
Ahmedabad district. Silo of
50,000 MT storage capacity
with railway siding facility has
been built by M/s Total Agri
Services Pvt. Ltd. under 30
years guarantee by FCI. It is
planned to transport wheat
from Silos in Punjab in bulk by
utilizing containers for which
arrangement is being done by
CONCOR. Once system of
transporting wheat in bulk in
containers is tested, it will be
used for more silos that would
come up in future.
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Farmers’ leader cancels his
rally in Maharashtra
IT Correspondent
Nagpur, Feb 20:
The farmers’ leader Rakesh
Tikait, who was to address
farmers’ meeting on Saturday
in Yavatmal in Vidarbha region
in eastern Maharashtra, cancelled the meeting in view of
the COVID-19 situation and
also a “call” he received from
an imposter saying that he will
be quarantined for 14 days.
Tikait, one of the leaders
of farmers’ agitation on Delhi
borders against the Centre’s
new farm laws, was to address
the rally at Azad Maidan.
While the police had already
refused permission for the
rally, Tikait also received a telephone call claiming to be from

the Superintendent of Police,
Yavatmal saying that the
COVID- 19 situation had deteriorated in Yavatmal and he will
be quarantined for 14 days.
This would jeopardise his
plans to resume agitation in
Delhi, after the rally.
Tikait also spoke to
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray who too
advised him to postpone his
rally in view of the rising
COVID-19 cases in Vidarbha.
Earlier the Yavatmal district
administration had denied permission for Tikait’s ‘Maha
Panchayat’ rally which was to
take place on Saturday. However the Sanyukt Kisan
Morcha, organizer of the rally,
applied again for the permis-

sion. However it was again
denied on Friday.
On Thursday, officials had
ordered curbs on gatherings
and also closure of schools
(which had reopened for select
classes) for ten days in view
of the rising cases of
coronavirus, in Yavatmal.
In the meanwhile Tikait
has claimed that the agitation
will continue and the farmers
will join the agitation in turns
after attending to harvesting
work depending upon the crop
patterns. For instance the farmers from Madhya Pradesh will
join first. Then it will be turn of
the farmers from Uttar
Pradesh. If need be they will
sell their produce at loss, but
will not give up the agitation.

Assam Rifles organises Security
Review Meeting at Moreh

Raj Medicity
to conduct One
week long free
OPD Camp
IT News
Imphal, Feb 20:
Raj Medicity multi-specialty Hospital located in the
heart of the city, North AOC,
Imphal West, Manipur is
conducting a One week long
free OPD camp from February 22 to February 27.
The free OPD camp is being or gnise on b eing
completion of 17th years of
providing healthcare to the
people of Manipur and other
ne ig hb ou ring st ates and
country.
The camp will cover variou s depar tm ent s uch as
General Medicine, General
Surgery, Cardio-thorocic and
Vascular Surgery (CTVS),
Orthopaedics, Paediatrics,
Ur olog y, N eur o Su rger y,
Surgical Oncology and Obs
& Gynae.
Haobijam Rajen Singh,
Chairman and Managing Direct or, R aj M ed icity appe aled t o the p eople of
Manipur to avail of such
unique opportunity of the
camp. He also appealed to
the media fraternity of the
region to advise the general
public to take the opportunity.

IT News
Moreh, Feb 20:
Moreh Battalion of 26 Sector Assam Rifles under the
aegis of HQ IGAR(South)
conducted a Security Review
Meeting at Moreh on February 17.
In an effort to maintain coordination and healthy relation between Assam Rifles
and local populace, all CSOs
including president and secretaries of various civil societies alongwith representatives of youth wings of
Morehattented the security
meeting.
Ongoing issues like
COVID-19 pandemic, illegal
cross border smuggling along
porous Indo-Myanmar Border, military coup in Myanmar
and its effect on Indian side
were dwelled upon. CSOs also
discussed the grievances and
requested for assistance from
Assam Rifles in resolving the
small issues related to trans-

port of essential daily based
items, sharing of information
about movement of miscreants
in town and to establish a
communication
channel
among CSOs and Assam
Rifles in case of any social,
medical or personal emergency.
Apart from discussing security situation, importance of
maintaining peace and harmony in the area were also
discussed. All the attendees
assured to maintain close
liasion with Assam Rifles and
support the overall aim of
maintaining peace and tranquility in Moreh.
Meanwhile, Keithelmanbi
Battalion of 9 Sector Assam
Rifles under the aegis of HQ
IGAR (South) conducted a
Security meet at Keithelmanbi
garrison of Imphal West district on yesterday.
The security forum was
attended by village headmen,
members of Youth Clubs,
MeiraPaibis and locals of

nearby villages. During the
meet, the locals were
sensitised and updated on
current security situation as
existing in the area and measures being taken by Assam
Rifles in maintaining peace
and tranquility in the area.
Interaction was also carried out on necessary measures required to be undertaken by locals in synergy
with Assam Rifles for maintaining a strict vigil against illicit activities in the area specially extortion and smuggling. During the meet, locals
were also educated on various precautionary measures
to fight against COVID-19. A
total of 56 person attended the
meet.
The locals expressed their
gratitude and appreciated the
efforts of Assam Rifles for
conduct of such security meetings and ensuring peace in the
area. They also assured their
commitment and assistance in
maintaining the peace.
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